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INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE ROUNDTABLE CONFERENCE
ON
INVOLUNTARY COMMITMENT OF DANGEROUSLY MENTALLY ILL
INDIAN PATIENTS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PURPOSE:
The Indian Health Service (lHS) Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation,
convened a Roundtable (RT) on Involuntary Commitment, June 16-18, 1992, in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Participants included experts in the fields of mental health,
Indian taw, and public health. Participants examined practical and legal problems
related to the involuntary commitment of mentally ill Indians in certain states due to
alleged jurisdictional and fiscal restraints. The RT participants developed a consensus
statement and interim recommendations to assist the IHS in its quest to overcome these
problems.
ISSUE

DEI<~INED:

There are instances when a mentally ill reservation Indian becomes a danger to himself
or others to the extent that involuntary inpatient care is necessary. Tribal governments
have the authority to order such a commitment, but there are no tribally-operated
facilities to treat the committed individuals; moreover, many tribes do not have written
commitment codes. States are the primary providers of institutional psychiatric care.
Tribal jurisdiction to commit is often stifled by the lack of state cooperation, the absence
of tribal commitment codes, and on some reservations, inadequate judicial systems to
provide the mentally ill with due process safeguards.
The Tribes and the IHS have to turn to state facilities to provide the necessary care;
however, facilities in some states are reluctant to accept reservation Indians due to a
lack of jurisdiction, and sometimes, without a guarantee of payment by the Federal
Government. As a result, these individuals may be jailed temporarily, placed in more
expensive private hospitals (draining the local Contract Health Services (CHS) budget),
or are not treated at all.
This issue has been addressed by the courts and by Congress. The Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals in White v. Califano found that the tribe, not the state, had the jurisdictional
authority to commit its tribal members residing on their reservation. The court also
found that the responsibility of payment for care followed the jurisdictional authority
and concluded that because the state lacked jurisdiction to commit, the state did not
have a fiscal responsibility; therefore, the court placed fiscal liability on the Federal
Government. This court decision led the Senators from North and South Dakota to seek
Congressional support for $1.8 million in the illS 1990 budget specifically to pay for the
treatment of involuntary commitment of reservation Indians at the North and South
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Dakuta state mental hospitals. The IUS currently pays for services within
states and for other reservations within the Eighth Circuit.

t~ese

twu

The ruling in White is an exception to the IUS policy regarding payment uf involuntary
commitments. The IUS' current policy, except in the Eighth Circuit, is that once an
individual Indian has been committed by the state or has been legitimately brought ofT
the reservation and brought before the State's court system for commitment purposes,
any resulting care is the State's responsibility to the same extent and in the same
manner as a non-Indian. This is based on the IllS residual status, the state being an
alternate resource under the IUS CUS regulations and the individual Indian's
constitutiunal and civil rights to equal access to state programs and services.
At the Conference, the IUS initially sought a solution that could be implemented IlIS
\' io,~. Th<' HT participants l'xp!ored t.he po:;,sibi!iti,!s of Ilsing legblation, litig3tion, or
admimstrative mandate to solve this issue but ultimately rejected each appl'oach.
Instead. it was determined that each tribe would have to be treated individually. Tribes
would likely oppose any Federally-mandated sol uti un that does not recognize tribal
differences and the need for tribes to make their own decisions when dealing with the
state and the Federal Government. \Vithout trihal support. it would be very difficult to
push an initiative intended to benefit Indian people. (;iven the strong emphasis on tribal
self-determination in Congress and the AdminiMration. the RT participants favored an
approach to encourage each tribe. together with the IHS. if necessary. to negotiate an
agreement with the state.
('ONSE~Sl 'S

ST\TEME:\iT 1\;\11) REC( )M\IE'\DATIO'\S:

If was the consensus position of the RT participants that tribes and states should

rwgoti:1te agreements to set lip pwn'dures for im oluntar: commitment of reservation
Indians. It is rl'{'oIllHlt>nded that the IllS take a proactive rule to encourage tribes to
negotiate procedures \\ ith "tates to ensure that resen-ation Indians can be treated '" hen
involuntary commitment is necessary. If requeslt~d. the HIS could provide technical
assistance to trihes in dnlfting mental ht'alth commitment codes and in negotiating
agreements "ith 'itates. The UIS could assist in the fwgotiation process by first
researching the extent of IHS' authority to temporarily hold a mentally incompetent
pcrSllll; the estimated number of people needing care; whether long or short-term carl' is
needed; and. avenues to secure fiscal contributions from other sources.
There are models being tested in the state of Montana where a trilateral agreement
e,ists between the IHS, the state, and all but one tribe within the state. Some tribes are
writing new commitment codes in Ari7.fllla where the state legislature recently enacted a
Jaw to provide state approval of tribal court orders and state jurisdiction over the
treatment of a reservation Indian in a slate facility. Tribal civil commitment codes
could be written to incorporate cultural values and traditions that may affect the
acceptability and effectiveness of the civil commitment system. Tribes. nonetheless, will
have to be cognizant of due process standards necessary to protect patients' rights.
When enacting a code, tribes with reservation boundaries extending into two or more
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states will have to consider the standards of each state where involuntary placement in
those state facilities could occur.
CONCLUSION:
The RT participants concluded that the status quo is unacceptable and is a hardship to
dangerously mentally ill reservation Indians and those attempting to care for them. The
RT participants acknowledged that their recommendations do not represent the IHS
position or policy. However, the RT concluded that action towards resolving problems
in states when access to care is limited or non-existent must take place, and that the IHS
has a role and responsibility to move these discussions forward.
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INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE ROUNDTABLE CONFERENCE ON
INVOLlJNTARY COMMITMENT
OF DAN(;EROlJSLY MENTALLY ILL INDIAN PATIENTS

PlJRPOSE:
The Indian Health Service (IHS) Roundtable (RT) on Involuntary Commitment of
Dangerously Mentally III Indian Patients, held June 16-18, 1992, in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, was sponsored by the IHS Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation. The
RT brought together experts in the fields of mental health, Indian law, and public health
to examine issues related to the involuntary commitment of mentally ill Indians and to
advise the Director, HIS, on possible approaches to overcoming the practical and legal
prohlems regarding involuntary commitments of reservation Indians. Specifically, the
groll p r('\'it'\",~d VI rith::n rn.lteriab and discus~t:d options a\ ail.. ble to the IllS as a hasis
for formulating its consensus statement and recommended actions. This report explains
the issue at hand and sets forth the consensus of the RT participants.
The Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation, IHS, contracted with Kauffman and
,\s'>ociatt.'s, Inc., to facilitate the two and a half-day conference, prepare a briefing book,
and draft the final report. This final report is a culmination of the presentations,
deliherations, and written materials distributed or referenced by the RT participants.
lmoluntary commitment difficulties have been on-going for the IHS. :\'lore recently,
"orne states are reludant to continue funding im'oluntary commitment treatment
"~f\icl's for prl'sllmably two reasons. First. [he ~th circuit court decision held that
\o;\ollth Dakota was not responsible for pa~ml'nt of involuntary inpatient care due to lack
of jurisdiction by the state.' Secondly, Congress provided additional appropriations to
co\t:'r involuntary commitment treatment costs in North and South Dakota. 2 Although
t his legislation will be discussed ill detail in a later section, it is noted here as significant
to the increased attention on the prublems of invuluntary commitment.
The IHS statl'd, at the olliset of the RT. that overcoming the harriers to inpatient
treatment for mentally ill reservation Indians is une of the most important IllS issues in
need of resolution. Initially. the IHS preferred a system-wide solution rather than a
tribe-by-tribe, area-by-area approach. The IHS sought a national strategy to be
implemented through legislation, policy, or administrative action. Nonetheless, by the
end of the RT conference, it was agreed that tribes would have to be approached
individually or, possibly, on a statewide basis in order to establish appropriate
procedures without compromisin~ the rights of the involuntarily committed individuals,
the integrity of the IHS budget, or the principles of tribal sovereignty.
I The White v. Califano Case (437 F.Supp. 543 (D.S.D. 1977), atrd 581 F.ld 697, (lHh Circuit 1978») is
diseussed in detail under "Key Factors Summarized".

2 See S.Report 101-86 (1131/89), page J02; H.Report, (Conference Report) 101·264 (10/2/89); S.Report JOI
534, (10/16/90), pages 133-134 and discussion under "Key Factors Summarized".
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THE IHS PERSPECTIVE:
THE IHS LEGISLATIVE HISTORY:
The .'ederal responsibility to provide health services to Indian people was placed with
the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) in 1955. 3 The IHS was
created at that time. Recent legislation related to the delivery of mental health services
in Indian communities is as follows:
• In Title II of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act (IHClA),4 Congress
authorized certain appropriations for health services for Indians. Specifically, the
law authorized community mental health services, inpatient mental health services,
model dormitory mental health services, therapeutic and residential treatment
centers, and the training of traditional Indian practitioners in mental health.
• In 1978, the IHS promulgated regulations to codify its long standing policy as the
"residual supplier of services." These regulations were amended on February 9,
1990.
• In 1990, Congress enacted Public Law (p.L) 101·630 amending the IHCIA, and
made specific references to Indian mental health care. It required the IHS to
develop and publish in the Federal Register (FR), a final national plan for Indian
mental health services in the spring of 1991.5 The IllS and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) were required to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOAl
to, among other things, "ensure that Indians, as citizens of the U.S. and of the
states in which they reside, have access to mental health sen ices to which all
citizens have access. ,,6
THE IHS SERVICE POPULATION:
The IHS provides preventive and curative health care to over one million eligible
American Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/AN) in the IJ.S. An agency within the U.S.
PHS, the IHS is organized into 12 IHS Area Offices. The IHS, directly or under
contract with tribes or Indian organizations, operates more than 50 hospitals, 139 health
centers, over 500 smaller health stations and satellite clinics, and approximately 2,000
llnit~ of staff housing. Services are provided in accordance with various laws passed by
Congress pursuant to its authority to regulate commerce with the Indian i'lations as
stated in the U.S. Cunstitution.

3

Following the enactment of Public Law 83·568, the Transfer Act of August 5, 1954.

4

25 U.S.c. Section 162l(c).

5

See 25 U.S.c. Section 1621h(a).

6

25 U.S.C. 1621h(c)(4)(A).
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The steady increase in the IHS eligible service pupulation has gone from approximately
xun,noo in 1()80 to over t, t OS,OOO in t 990, according to the IHS data. With this growth
in total service population, there is an inevitable increase in mental health treatment
needs. The IHS' overall budget has grown only 2 percent once adjusted for inflation
over the same decade.
The delivery of mental health care to those in need of involuntarily commitment in
Indian communities has been rendered increasingly difficult over time. Hospitalizations
for mental disorders have been declining in the IHS system more rapidly than they have
in lJ.S. non-Federal short-stay hospitals. Mental health services are generally regarded
as relatively unavailable in the IHS areas. Moreover, alcohol treatment and prevention
programs also do not meet the need among the IHS areas. 7
Funding and staffing levels do not meet the increased need for mental health services on
the reservation. The InS has only one psychiatric inpatient facility nationally. It is a
nine-bed ward limited to short-term voluntary admissions for care because around-the
clock psychiatric nursing care is not provided.1! Tribes must rely on state facilities and
private facilities for psychiatric hospitalization.
STATEI\IENT OF THE PROBLE\I:
The illS and tribes rely primarily un state facilities to provide treatment for Indian
people in need of inpatient mental health services. State mental health facilities
sometimes refuse to accept involuntary commitments of reservation Indians. Some states
argue that they' have no jurisdiction or fiscal responsibility for involuntary commitment
of reservation Indians.') These states have not assumed full civil and/or criminal
jurisdiction, pursuant to P.L. 83-2~m (P.L 280), as amended, of the Indian reservations
located in their states and are sometimes referred to as non-P.L 280 states. The extent
uf jurisdiction pursuant to P.L. 280 varies from state to state. 1O Some of these states
ll.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment (rHA). Indian Health Care. OTA-H-290 I Washington,
D.C.: lJ.S. (iovernment Printing Office, April 1986), pages 106·8.

7

H The Regional Mental Health Program located at the Sioux San Huspital in Rapid City, South Dakota, io;
the only IHS mental health inpatient facility. It serves three IHS Areas encompassing nine states in the
Aberdeen, Billings, and Bemidji IHS Areas.

lnvoluntary civil rommitment for psychiatric inpatient care is a process by which a court directs that an
individual be taken against his or her will for treatment to a mental health facility. Involunt~ry
commitment is an acceptable way to protect both the mentally iIJ individual and the community when the
individual becomes a danger to himself or others. It is a drastic step that deprives a person of his full
liberties; therefore, constitutional due process protection must be afforded to persons involuntarily
cummitted. Voluntary admission of reservation Indians in state mental health facilities usually raises no
jurisdiction problems because Indians, as individuals, agree to be confined; therefore, there is no need for
a court to order commitment.
9

In 1953, Congress enacted P.L. 83-280, which delegated to six states criminal and civil jurisdiction over
most matters in Indian country within their state borders. The states are California, Minnesota (except
Red Lake Reservation), Wisconsin (except Menominee Reservation), Nebraska, Oregon (except Warm
Springs), and Alaska. The statue offered other states the option of accepting the same or similar
jurisdIction.
)0
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refuse to treat Indians committed by tribal court order unless there is a guarantee of
payment. The IUS, citing a long-standing agency rule requiring utilization of alternate
resources, has resisted the assertions of many states that the ms pay for the treatment
of committed Indians. lI These two issues, jurisdiction and payment, are often confused.
Involuntary psychiatric commitment of reservation Indians unleashes an array of
jurisdictional and liability disputes between the IUS, tribes, states, and local
governments. Lack of cooperation has hindered states, tribes, and the IUS in planning
and providing care for seriously mentally ill reservation Indians.
The states' reluctance to accept reservation involuntary commitments has encouraged
reservation officials to become creative in their handling of mentally ill individuals who
may pose harm to themselves or others. All of the following have been reported: 12
• Private hospitals are used when a state hospital refuses to accept a tribal order.
(Private facilities are generally much more expensive than state facilities and
sometimes are unable to care for violent mentally ill persons.)
• Tribal jails are used to house a person for the maximum allowable time period.
(Local jails often do not provide treatment for mentally ill individuals.)
• Mental health staff and the client's family may convince the client to voluntarily
submit to care in a state hospital.
• The person in need of treatment is dropped off or "dumped" in state territory,
beyond reservation boundaries, by family or tribal police. Local authorities may
be alerted, or the person's bizarre behavior may attract the attention of local
authorities (hopefully without harm to the person or others). The person then
may be subject to commitment according to state standards because his/her
behavior occurred in the states' jurisdiction.
These practices could result in mentally ill persons harming themselves or others, failing
to receive needed treatment for mental illness, subsequent incarceration of mentally ill
individuals in correctional facilities, and deprivation of liberty by removing a person
from one jurisdiction to another for purposes of commitment. These practices could
result in litigation. At least one Office of Regional Counsel has formally noted that
tribal attorneys are considering judicial clarification and may sue the ms for failure to
adequately care for mentally ill IndiansY In addition, personal injury law suits could
II Only for non-P.L. 280 jurisdictions within the midwestern states of tbe Eighth Circuit of Appeals will
IHS pay to treat involuntarily committed reservation Indians. See White v. Califano, 437 F.Supp. 543
(D.S.D. 1977), aff'd 581 F.2d 697, (8tb Circuit 1978) as discussed in detail below.

12

See Henderson, page 650+.

IJ Bressler, Janice, DHHS Assistant Regional Counsel, Memo to Don Davis, Director, Pboenix Area Office,
(12/19/91), page 3.
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be filed by bystanders harmed by mentally ill persons" released" into the tribal
community or off-reservation.
CURRENT POLICY:
The IHS views involuntary commitment as a medical (psychiatric) treatment for which
there are readily available state procedures and facilities which should be open to
reservation residents in need of care. 14 The following is a summary of the current IHS
policy: 15
Once an individual Indian has been committed by the state or has been legitimately
brought off the reservation and brought before the State's court system for commitment
purposes, any resulting care is the state's responsibility to the same extent and in the
same manner as for a non-Indian. This is based on the IHS status as a payor of last
resort, the state being an alternate resource under the IHS Contract Health Care
regulations, and the individual Indian's cunstitutional and civil rights to equal access to
state programs and services. The IHS does make an exception; however, the IHS will,
upon a state's request, pay for services provided by the state to involuntarily committed
Indians, who reside on reservations, over which the state has not assumed civil
jurisdiction, but only in those midwestern states covered by the decision in White v.
Califano.16
The IHS' limited funds are used only to pay for the costs of treatment. Responsibility
for non-treatment costs such as legal costs (courts, tribal attorneys, and defense
attorneys) and logistical expenses (transportation, telephone, etc.) remains unresolved.
ROUNDTABLE INFORMATION:
GllIDING PRINCIPLES:
The IllS proposed set principles to guide the RT participants throughout the conference.
These principles were discussed and decided upon as follows:

t.

Care of the clients is the highest priority;

2.

Respect for clients rights must not be compromised;

3.

The IHS should identify and accept its' responsibility in Indian country for
involuntarily committed Indian persons from a mental health care and financial
perspective;

14

Henderson, page 645.

IS

Excerpted rrom Marx, Kitty, OPEL Memo, Options Paper (1992).

16 Jobnson, Emery, 9/20178 Memo to H.C. Townsley concerning litigation impact
F.Supp.543 (D.S.D. 1977). afrd 581 1<'.2d 697 (8tb Circuit 1978).

or Wbite v. Califano. 437
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4.

Impact on the illS bUdget and other financial resources must be considered;

5.

Respect for tribal sovereignty must be maintained;

6.

A national approach to resolution and policy is favored;

7.

Equal protection and equal access to state services should be recognized for all
Indian citizens of that state;

8.

Shared roles of the BIA and other agencies regarding involuntary commitment
should be explored; and,

9.

A legislative solution is preferred over a judicial solution.

_REVIKW OF KEY ISSUES:
The RT participants agreed on the following key issues as a basis for their
recommendations:
I. Consensus on guiding principles;
2. Tribes are the only entities with authority to commit individuals residing on
reservations in non P.L. 280 states. (Note: this statement does not prohibit
st~tes from accepting tribally-committed individuals);
3. Tribal commitment codes are needed;
4. Tribal economic contribution to states should be emphasized;
5.

A relatively small number of Indians need commitment;

6. Better data for costs of care, length of slay, and diagnosis are needed;
7. The IHS' role for pre-commitment screening must be defined to ensure that
only appropriate persons are sent to state facilities;
8.

More education is necessary to ensure that states provide equal access and treat
Indians equitably;

9. A Federal commitment statute may be needed;
HI.

The IHS facilities might be available for direct delivery of involuntary inpatient
care;

II.

Consistent IHS policy is needed;

12.

Children's commitment issues should be addressed;
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13.

The role of other Federal agencies and other entities (the filA, private hospitals,
states, tribal hospitals) must be addressed;

14.

Responsibility for payment is critical; and,

15.

Continuum of care should be considered rather than primarily focusing on the
involuntary care issue.

KEY FACTORS SUMMARIZED:
WRITE V. CALIFANO:
In 1978, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against the IRS and required the
IRS to pay for the treatment and care associated with the involuntary commitment of
reservation Indians within the jurisdiction of the Eighth Circuit. 17
The court case, White v. Califano, was brought on behalf of an indigent member of the
Oglala Sioux Tribe residing on the Pine Ridge Reservation who was determined, by an
IRS psychiatric social worker, to be mentally ill and in need of immediate treatment.
The local County Board of Mental Illness had refused jurisdiction over the Indian to be
involuntarily committed because she resided on a reservation. The social workt~r then
obtained, by authority of a tribal court order, custod~ for commitment to the state
mental hospital in a neighboring county. The trihal resident was involuntarily
hospitalized at the state mental hospital. The Board of :\1ental Illness; however, refused
to honor the tribal commitment order due to lack of jurisdiction and released the tribal
resident. A law suit was then filed in Federal District Court, against both state and
Federal officials, claiming that either or both had a legal duty to provide urgently
needed care for this individual.
The state defendants argued they lacked jurisdiction o"er the commitment. The f<'ederal
(;overnment argued that a reservation Indian, as an indigent citizen of South Dakota, is
entitled to state care. The Federal Government relied on the IRS alternate resource
rule, stating that the IRS is a payor of last resort; therefore, the state should fund the
care.
The district court in White v. Califano analyzed the case in two parts. First, it ruled
that state and county officials lacked jurisdiction to order the involuntary commitment
of an indigent mentally ill Indian residing on an Indian reservation because it would
require severe intrusions into the tribal sovereignty.18 The court also noted the
concomitant loss of liberty involved with an involuntary commitment. In noting the
Supreme Court's limitation on state jurisdiction over Indian reservation affairs in the
11 Tbe states located in tbe Eighth Circuit are Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, and Soutb Dakota.

18

437 F. Supp. at 549.51.
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areas of criminal law and state taxation collection, the White court could not find a way
to vest a state with the power to involuntarily commit Indians living on reservations.
The court refused to accept the plaintiff's suggestion of a cooperative arrangement
where tribal officials would take jurisdiCtion over the person and subject matter when
there appeared to be a need for involuntary commitment and then transfer custody to
state officials, if commitment was, required. The White court's refusal to accept such an
arrangement stemmed from its uIlwiliingness to force the state of South Dakota to
choose between merely accepting the tribal court commitment or convening a de novo
commitment hearing. Such a hearing, the court reasoned, would either fall short of due
process or require the state to intrude into reservation affairs through its commitment
in vestigation.
The court held, following Kennerly v. District Court of Montana,t9 that the tribal court
had no power to transfer jurisdiction oyer involuntary commitment proceedings to state
officials. 20 In Kennerly, the Court held that a tribal council could not vest a state court
with jurisdiction over ci\il matters involving Indians arising on reservations. The only
way a state court could be vested with jurisdiction, as stated by the Kennerly court
citing the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, was by majority vote of the enrolled Indians
within the affected area.
The court relie\ ed the state of the obligation to commit dangerously mentally ill
reservation Indians to state mental health facilities and placed the responsibility for their
care with the Federal Government. 21 The court found an unambiguous Congressional
intent for the Federal Government to provide health care to Indians. The court then
stated that in this case, the IHS was not free to hold itself as a residual supplier of
services.
The White court examined the conflict between the Federal trust responsibility toward
Indian health care and the IHS alternate resource policy. The court followed the
Supreme Court's suggestion in Morton v. Ruiz 22 and stated that the "ms officials
must exercise discretion [in allocating scarce programmatic funds] ... however, the IHS
officials are bound by agency regulations which, as a product of agency rulemaking
power, have the force of law. ,,23 f'urthermore, the court said that the discretion of the
IHS officials not to provide services had been initially predicated on the assumption that
the reservation Indian had access to state or county care.

19

400 U.S. 423 (1971)

20

437 F. Supp. at 551.

21

Henderson, pg. 643- 5 citing 437 F.Supp. at 555.

22

415 U.S. 199 (1974)

2J

437 F.Supp. at 556.
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The White court then stated that Cungress had extended the trust responsibility to
health care. Specifically, the court relied on the IBCIA of 1976 which outlined the
Federal duty to provide services for particular categories uf health needs. The court
noted that" when Congress legislates for Indians only, something more than a statutory
entitlement is involved."24 Finally, the Court attributed the co-existence of both the
illS residual supplier policy and Congress' mandate for Federal responsibility for
Indian health care to a lack of congressional awareness of jurisdictional disputes and
"the harsh fact that everybody's resources are finite." 25
Although the White court had grounded its analysis of Federal responsibility for Indian
involuntary commitment upon the long-standing Federal trust doctrine, it also dealt with
the issue of Federal pre-emption. The court reasoned that the State of South Dakota
had never in its history undertaken or pledged to undertake jurisdiction uver Indian
country. Moreover, tribes had not divested any of their jurisdiction by transferring it to
the state.
The court further stated that the IHS was responsible
procedures adequate to safeguard due process rights.
difference ultimatel}' whether the IHS contracted with
the involuntary commitment or if commitment was in

for developing commitment
However, it stated that it made no
state or private agencies to make
Federal facilities.

The Federal (;o\'Crnment moved to clarify several issues with the district court. In an
amended judgment of October 17, 1977, the district court responded to the Federal
(;uvernment by stating that the decision was not predicated on the fact that the mentally
ill Indian was present on the reservation when the complaint had first been filed. Its
ruling would not be altered by a reservation resident Indian's subsequent presence off
the reservation.
The Court of Appeals also stated, liThe Federal defendants are free to call themselves
'residual suppliers' if that fits better with their policy statements, but where the state
cannot act, they must." 26
The RT participants agree with the Eighth Circuit that tribal governments are the only
entity with the authority to commit a reservation Indian who is dangerous to himself or
others due to mental illness. However, participants all disagreed with the language in
White that could arguably negate agreements between the IHS, tribes, and states.
Participants felt that this language would not be controlling if brought before a court at
this time. Participants also felt that it is tribes, with the IHS technical assistance, if
necessary, who are responsible in developing and implementing involuntary commitment
codes.

24

lb. at 557.

25

!~.

26

581 F.2d at 697 (emphasis added).

at 558.
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DAKOTA APPROPRIATIONS:

In response to the White case, two states in the Eighth Circuit (North Dakota and South
Dakota) successfully lobbied for $1.8 million in the IHS appropriations to pay for
services provided to involuntarily committed reservation Indians at either the North
Dakota State Hospital or the South Dakota Human Service Center. 27 The fiscal year
(FY) 1991 Senate Appropriation Report clarified that the funds are also to be used to
treat involuntary care for chemical dependency cases at these facilities. 28
The IHS negotiated separate agreements with the two states. Agreements address the
IHS' payments, eligible care, voluntary admission, and hospital rates. The IHS offered
the State of South Dakota an $800,000 fixed price contract (the full amount authorized
for payment to South Dakota) to pay for all involuntary inpatients. Instead, South
Dakota contracted for the IHS to pay a per diem rate for use of its state facilities. The
IllS pays $],300 per month for each involuntary inpatient. (The cost of treatment for a
voluntary inpatient is $200 per month.) The South Dakota facility also received funds
from a private foundation to hire a staff member to work specifically with inpatients on
cultural activities.
On the average, there are about 25 reservation Indians in South Dakota facilities held
involuntarily; the IHS pays for their treatment. Even though South Dakota does not
charge against the appropriation for chemical dependency cases (unless there is related
mental illness), the cumulative per diem charges exceeded $800,000 before FY 1991
ended. 29 When the appropriated funds ran out, the state hospital refused emergency
tribal court commitments unless there was a guarantee of payment. 30
The IHS negotiated a contract for a $1 million fixed price contract with North Dakota.
The per diem rate is lower than that in South Dakota. The agreement covers both
chemical dependency and mental health cases related to White v. Califano. It is
estimated that the contract covers approximately 13 to 32 chemical dependency cases
and four to seven White cases each month. The state must pay if a state hospital client
is referred to another facility hecause he or she cannot be treated at the state hospital.
The congressional rep'orts to aCl:Ompany the appropriations bill clearly stated the purpose and
recipients of the $1.8 million appropriation. See S.Report. 101-86 (1/31/89), page 102; H.Report,
(Conference Report) 101-264 (10/2/89); S.Report. 101-534 (0116/90), pages 133-134. See also Question and
Answers prepared by the Mental Health Programs Branch, lHS Headquarters West, page 1, and
conference report... cIted above. Funds were restricted to these two facilities and could not be used for
state services provided elsewhere, perhaps closer to the reservation. This is a great disadvantage for the
Indian clients who must often travel long distances for treatment and where facilities are too far for
regular visits from family and others.
27

Question and Answer, page Ii S.Report 101·534 (10/16/901, page 133, "The Committee will not tolerate
the blatant disregard of its direction by the IHS as occurred in FY 1990" when chemical treatment
services were not paid.
28

29

Question and Answer, page I.

JO

Wilson. page l.
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It was poiuted uut by the RT participants that of that $1 million fur involuntary
commitment, only $180,000 was for purely psychiatric commitments.

The RT participants expressed several problems with this appropriation as follows:)'
• Two states are authorized to bill the InS for services that the InS does not pay
for in other jurisdictions. This may set a precedent for other states to seek similar
legislation. In the mid 1970's, it was estimated that the InS involuntary
commitment could cost the InS more than $40 million;
• Field staff and tribes over-rely on the appropriation and send more patients to
state facilities than if strict screening procedures were followed;
• State psychiatric facility officials question the legality of tribal court order; and
• Questions remain as to whether the annual appropriation is intended to cover only
treatment cost, in addition to non-treatment costs.
ARIZONA STATUTE:
The Arizona state legislature recently passed legislation, which was signed into law by
the governor, requiring any court of record in the state to recognize and enforce an
involuntary commitment urder of an Arizona tribal court. J2 Despite a lack of general
state cooperation in prmiding health care for Indians, the legislation was supported by
the state Attorney (;cneral, the state health department, the tribes and the Inter-Tribal
Council of Arizona ([TeA).33

JI

Question and Answer; and. Wilson letter.

11

ARS §12-136 (1922), introduced as State Senate Bill 1159, 40th Leg., 2nd Session 1992.

This law was the product of years of confrontation and litigation between the tribes and the state.
Other examples of dISagreements between the state of Arizona and the local tribes include:

II

-It took many years of negotiation before Arizona otTered Medicaid-like care. The state did not want to
fund medical care for Indian people. About ten years ago, the state implemented the Arizona Health Care
Cost Containment System (AHCCCS, pronounced "access").
-The Salt River Indian Community is suing the state regarding $8 million state sales tax that is collected
from the shopping mall situated on their reservation. There are also complaints that block grant funds to
the state are not expended for Indians even though the Indian population is counted for the purposes of
increasing the fundmg level.
-Four tribes have successfully negotiated IGAs for mental health and substance abuse services. The
Navajo Tribe negotiated an a~reement with the state to implement a child ahuse program with funds tied
to a comprehensIve plan reqUIring participation from all related agencies. The pro~am is taking a
family-centered approach and has been successfully implemented in the western regIon of the Navajo
reservation.
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Prior to the new law, Arizona Indian people were committed to the state hospital only if
reservation mental health staff34 could either find a sympathetic county judge who
would accept jurisdiction, or by contract with a private hospital, or by use of indirect
methods to commit. 35 Private hospitals charge 60 percent more than the state facility.
It was estimated that the Phoenix Area Office has about 10-20 White-type cases per
year. 36
The new law requires state courts to recognize and enforce an involuntary commitment
order of an Arizona tribal courtY The law also requires that the state Department of
Health negotiate Intergovernmental Agreements (IGA) with the tribes regarding
discharge, transportation, and aftercare plans for reservation Indians. Specifics of the
IGAs were purposely left out of the legislation and tribes are not required to enact tribal
commitment codes;l.'l Tribes and the state are currently establishing rules regarding
the IGAs. Tribes will soon begin negotiating the agreements with the state.
It is important to note the jurisdictional provisions of the law. The law would transfer
jurisdiction m'cr the Indian individual to the state when the individual arrives at the
state facility after being committed by the tribe. The state facility makes all decisions
regarding discharge or release. 39 The tribe is to receive 10 days notice prior to
discharge and will resume jurisdiction for continuing care pursuant to the negotiated
IG A. Although the transfer of jurisdiction creates more liability for the state, it does
allow the state to maintain control over the treatment for committed Indians in their
hospital. (Apparently, past tribal court orders sometimes specified the treatment period
or other specific treatment period, which is usually determined by the medical staff of
the hospital.)
MO~TANA

AGREEMENT:

The IHS, the state of Montana, and the Tribes of Montana negotiated a contract and
blanket purchase agreement to handle involuntary commitment of reservation
Note: The term "reservation mental health" denotes both the IHS and triballv-contracted mental health
(programs, statT, servires, etc.)


H

.15

See pages 3-4, 1.7

).6
:\t the time of the RT, ~oluntary patients. were referred to I?rivate facilities bec~lJse the Arizo~a state
faCility had reached capaCIty and only took mvoluntary commitments. The Phoemx Area spent $900,000
of CHS funds on inpatient mental health (voluntary and involuntary) in I"Y 1991 and is currently
exploring the possibility of treating these patients at the Phoenix Indian Medical Center (PIMC).

37

ARS §11..1J6 (1992).

.18 ARS §t2-136 A. reads" A patient committed to a state mental health treatment facility under thi", section
shall be subject to the jurisdirtion of the state;" and, B. reads "J)eci.,ions regarding discharge or relea'ie of
a patient committed....shall be made by the facility providing involuntary treatment."

.19 :'IoIote that the language requires an Attorney (;eneral review of a tribal order.
Arizona Tribes and the
ITC A expect that the state will be more inclined to accept a tribal court order issued pursuant to a tribal
commitment code. ARS §12-136 (1992).
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Indians. 40 The catalyst for the statewide agreement was one particularly difficult
mentally ill reservation Indian person. This extreme case exemplified the need for
trilateral cooperation to ensure quality care.
The agreement states that" [t)he Contractor [state] will provide involuntary commitment
services to the Indian Health Services acting as custodian for patients involuntarily
committed to treatment by the tribal court ... ,,41 Each tribe is required to enact a
commitment code with a commitment test similar to the state test. The tribe retains
jurisdiction over the individual; the tribal judge hears the case in the state hospital.
Any writ of habeas corpus would be filed with either the tribal or Federal court.
The illS must authorize payment in advance or within 72 hours for emergency care.
The IHS Physician is responsible for deciding whether an individual needs care. Costs
are determined on a per diem basis (which was negotiated at a very low rate.) Last
J~'ar's \'xpenditares w~re approximately $50,UOO for 15 - :2,0 inpatients. Payment is made
from the Contract Health Services (CHS) budget. The IHS is responsible for
transportation costs to and from the hospital.
The amount expended in l\lontana is a sharp contrast to the Dakota expenditures.
Although differences can be attributed to a lower incidence of need and fewer long-term
inpatients in Montana, there was a strong feeling from the RT participants that low
costs are also attributable to favorable tribal and state relations. The State of Montana
has taken a proactive role in keeping the costs of commitment to a minimum. There is
no limit on the length of stay in state facilities. Recidivism is curtailed because state
hospital staff work with the reservation staff on case management and discharge
planning.
INDIAN HEALTH CARE IMPROVEMENT ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990:
Section 503 of P.L. 101-630 enacted in December 1990 addresses mental health
Prevention and Treatment services. The purpose statement authorizes and directs "the
IHS to develop a comprehensive mental health prevention and treatment program, to
provide direction and guidance relating to mental illness and dysfunctional and self·
destructive behavior,
to those ... State and local agencies responsible for programs in
Indian communities " Congress then required the IHS and the RIA to ensure that
Indians, as citizens of the U.S. and of the States in which they reside, have the same
access to mental health services to which all such citizens have access. 42
The 1990 Amendments include a section authorizing a facilities assessment: "Within
one year after the date of the enactment of this section, the Secretary, acting through the
Montana contract, Blanket l'urchase Agreement. The Crow Tribe in Montana does not participate in
the agreement because it has no commitment code.

-10

41

Montana cnntrad, .>\rtide I, B.

-12

PoL. 101.630, §503(a)(5).
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IllS, shall make an assessment of the need for inpatient mental hl'alth care among
Indians and the availability and cost of inpatient mental heath facilities which can meet
such need. In making such an assessment, the Secretary shall consider the possible
conversion of existing, under-utilized service hospital beds into psychiatric units to meet
such need."43 The assessment has not been made due to lack of appropriations.

OPTIONS PROPOSED BY THE IHS:
The RT participants reviewed various options presented by memorandum from the
()ffice of Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation, IHS. The participants reached
consensus on Option #3, discussed more fully below, and rejected other options or
modified options. The optiuns are listed beluw. 44
OPTION 1: The IHS would continue its policy of not paying for voluntary and
imoluntary ('ommittcd mentall~' ill Indians who reside dther on or off the reservation.
This policy would continue based on the IHS residual status, the state being an alternate
resource under the IHS contract health care regulations, and the individual Indian's
Constitutional and civil rights to equal access to state programs and services.
PROS: Support for this position is found in recently published IHS regulations and
recently enacted statutory language, namely:
The IHS has revised its payor of last resort rule which clarified that the IHS will not
authorize payment in the event that an alternate resource exists, notwithstanding any
local or state law to the contrary. The rule was upheld by the District Court of
Arizona in the AHCCCS ... Cnited States lawsuit.
Section 209, Mental Health Prevention and Treatment Services, of the IHCIA
Amendments of 1990, P.L. 101·630, 25 U.S.c. 1621h, requires an MOA between the
IHS and the BIA to include, among other things, a provision to:
"(5) ensure that Indians, as citizens of the U.S. and of the states in which they reside,
have the same access to mental health services to which all such citizens have
access..."
CONS: Some states will be opposed to this option because they have taken the
position that some other entity, the tribes or the IHS, has jurisdiction and the
responsibility to pay.

4J

P.L. 101-630. *S03\b).

H

Excerpt from Marx, Kitty; OPEL Memo, Options Paper (1992).
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By refusing to pay for or ensure care of involuntarily committed mentally ill Indians,
the IHS cuuld be accused uf 'abandoning' the patient, similar to the situation the
IHS found itself in the McNabb v. Bowen lawsuit. 45
OPTION 2: The IHS could choose to litigate the White decision in another circuit. The
IHS would need to develop a test case involving a mentally ill Indian eligible for services
from the IHS. The IHS would need to ensure that the patient receives necessary
treatment and pay for such treatment" under protest" to avoid any allegations that the
InS has abandoned the patient. The "payment under protest" option would be
cunsistent with the current IHS payor of last resort policy.
In deciding to litigate White again, the IHS has two possible strategies. The IHS could
decide to litigate a state's refusal to cummit and pay for treatment of an off-reservation
resident Indian. This would be a cleaner case because the jurisdictional arguments
wuuld not interfere with the is~ue of which entity, the IHS, or the state, is responsible
for treatment. In White, the individual was a reservation resident but was committed
by state officials off the reservation, and the court held that the IllS was respunsible fur
payment because the individual was a resident uf the reservation.
The IHS could chouse to litigate the issue of the state's refusal to cummit an on
reservation Indian ur its refusal to recognize a tribal cuurt order of commitment. This
lawsuit could be complicated based on arguments that the state does nut have
jurisdiction to initiate and investigate a proceeding for civil commitment on an Indian
reservatiun. The state is nut ubligated by law tu accept and recognize a tribal court
order of commitment of a mentally ill individual. Not all tribes have adopted civil
commitment proceedings as part of their tribal codes.
PROS: If the White decision were litigated again, the result could be different
because court decisions invulving principles of Indian law have changed dramatically
since the White decision was rendered resulting in an increase in tribal sovereignty
and tribal powers of jurisdiction. The court in White did not discuss the tribal
juriSdiction issues. When litigating White in another circuit, arguments could be
made that the tribe has jurisdiction to commit, and on equal protection and due
process grounds, the state should grant comity to a tribal commitment order and
provide institutional care similar to that provided to all other citizens of the state.
Some tribal organizatiuns have indicated an interest in joining suit with the IHS to
litigate White in another circuit.
The IllS has support from the Department of Justice (DOJ) to litigate enforcement
of the IHS' payor of last resort rule against those states which have indicated a
~5 The issue in McNabb involved whether the [HS could consider a county medical assistance program
and "available and accessible" alternate resource when the county program had an alternate resource rule
of its own. The court held that the [HS had a trust responsibility not to abandon the patient to bill
collectors, but to pay the medical bills of the [HS beneficiary and then pursue reimbursement from the
county program.
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refusal to acknowledge the IllS' rule. The DOl might support litigation of the
White case in another circuit in light of the clarification of the IllS' payor of last
resort rule in addition to Sectiun 209 of the IHCIA Amendments of I99().
CONS: The White decision could be persuasive in other circuits and the illS, by
litigating the issues again, could extend the decisiun uf White to uther circuits.
Litigation would be very time consuming fur all parties--the illS, the tribes, and the
states.
OPTION 3: The IHS could choose to adopt a policy whereby the IHS would accept the
White decision outside of the Eighth Circuit under certain circumstances. In those
states that do not have civil jurisdiction (non.P.L. 280 states) and where a tribe has
institute(1 commitment pmcedures, which compurt with due process, for mentally ill
Indians residing on the resenatioll, the illS could enter into an agreement with the
tribes and the states spelling out the commitment procedures to be followed, the
limitatiuns on the types and duration uf care which may be provided under the
agreemf'nt, and costs to be assumed by each party.
PROS: An agreement reached between the tribes, the states, and the IHS would
ensure that mentally ill Indians, who are in need of emergent placement, are
provided the necessar~' treatment without jurisdictional and/or munetary
impediments.
This approach prumotes tribal suvereignty with the tribes adupting civil commitment
codes, developing a process of cummitment, and rendering decisions in compliance
with due process requirements tu which the state wuuld grant cumity.
CONS: The IHS will use funds to pay fur treatment uf invuluntary committed
individuals which will nut be available to pay for other necessar)' medical priurities.
This option could undermine the IHS' lung standing residual pulicy which is
designed to preserve Indian peoples' constitutional and civil rights to equal access to
state programs and services.
This appruach requires the cooperation of the state. Some states require tribes to
adopt civil commitment procedures identical to the state procedures.
Entering into an agreement in one IHS service area would set a precedent for
agreements to be negotiated in other areas resulting in an increase of expenditure of
the IHS funds.
onION 4: The IHS could decide to pay for all voluntary and involuntary committed
Indian beneficiaries without any conditions, except perhaps funding availability.
Individuals could be placed in either state facilities, if the state agrees to accept such
individuals, or in private facilities.
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PROS: This option would eliminate the argument as to which entity is responsible
for payment of evaluation and treatment of mentally ill Indians.
CONS: The funding to pay for commitment of mentally ill Indians is currently
unavailable. If additional resources did not become available, the IRS funds would
need to be diverted from other health priurities to pay for the amount of inpatient
care provided.
The IRS Mental Health Program would become focused on inpatient care rather
than the more desirable outpatient care located closer to the patient's home and
family.
OPTION 5: The IHS cuuld seek Federal legislation to provide for a model commitment
cude which conforms to due process requirements that the tribal courts could use to
commit mentally ill persons within their jurisdittion. The legislation could provide that
the states are to give the conforming tribal court orders "full faith and credit." Similar
language is contained in the Indian Child Welfare Act (lCWA), 25 U.S.c. 19, et. seq.
Federal legislation could also adopt other aspects of the ICWA, such as when the
individual is committed by a tribal court that individual remains a "ward" of the tribal
court, and thus, the tribe retains jurisdiction uver the individual. In addition, similar tu
the ICWA, the tribe could be provided a right of interventiun in state commitment
procedures involving its tribal members.
The Arizona State Legislature passed legislation (Senate Bill 1159) which pruvides that
an invuluntary cummitment urder of an Arizona tribal court shall be recugnized and
enforceable by any court of record in the state.
PROS: Federal legislation would solve the main ubstacles of developing tribal cude
commitment pruvisions that comply with due process and yet are acceptable to the
tribes. The additiunal ubstacle of states refusing tu recognize tribal court orders
wuuld be resulved as well.
CONS: This option dues nut address the question of funding or who is responsible
for the cost of services.
Federal legislation could result in the IHS funding a large portion uf involuntary
committed mentally ill patients without additional appropriations from Congress.
This type of legislation might be objected to by tribal leaders because a precedent
could be established that comity of tribal court orders by states or Federal cuurts is
required only when addressed specifically by Federal legislation. In addition, tribes
might object to a Federal law requiring them to adopt a commitment code.
OPTION 6: The IRS could establish its own locked psychiatric unit or hospital at an
existing facility or build or renovate another facility for the specific purpose of accepting
mentally ill IUS beneficiaries committed by tribal court urder. The IUS cuuld either
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establish one national hospital for the commitment of these individuals or preferably
could designate an existing facility in each area for this purpose.
PROS: An IHS-operated facility could alleviate the problems of jurisdiction and
payment disputes outlined above.
CONS: Renovating or building a new psychiatric facility or ward would cost
additional funds that the IHS does not have at this time. In addition, the IHS would
need substantial numbers of additional professional staff.
fly operating a psychiatric facility, the IHS might have to treat persons who are not
mentally ill but who are in need of long term custodial care, a responsibility that
arguably belongs to the BIA.
It is not clear that the IHS would have police power to detain involuntarily
committed individuals.
OPTION 7: The IHS might be able to utilize the authority in Section 209( I ) of the
I"CIA Amendments of 1990, supra, to award grants to tribes to develop demonstration
projects to resolve some of the issues of involuntary commitment of mentally ill persons
in their local community. Section 209 provides broad authority to the IUS to make
grants to Indian tribes and inter-tribal consortia to pay 75 percent of the cost of
planning, developing. and implementing programs to deliver innovative community
based mental health service to Indians. The 25 percent tribal share of such cost may be
provided in case or through the provision of property or services. Such demonstration
projects might include dnelopment of an MOA with the stat~ or county, a local
psychiatric detention center. or an outpatient mental health center to provide follow-up
treatment for individuals involuntarily committed and subsequently, discharged to their
local community.
PROS: This authority provides flexibility to the tribes to develop demonstration
projects to meet the needs of the mentally ill in their local community.
CONS: This section authorized the appropriation of $2,000,000 for FY 1991 and
$3,OUO,000 for FY 1992; however, Congress did not appropriate funds for either
year. Success of the projects is dependent upon sufficient appropriations.
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CONSENSlJS STATEMENT:
The IHS' Option #3 is the basis for the RT consensus statement recommending that the
IHS encourage, and possibly participate, in negotiations with tribes and states to
formulate a formal agreement to cover these involuntary commitment issues:
procedures to commit in a state facility; limitations in the types and duration of care;
and, fiscal responsibility. The consensus statement also incorporates aspects of Option
#5, to legislate a model code for tribes to adopt; Option #6, to develop an IHS
psychiatric inpatient facility or ward; and Option #7, to develop demonstration projects
in local communities. The IHS will maintain its current payor of last resort policy to
withhold payment or pay under protest, except in the Eighth Circuit.
The RT participants did not favor the other uptions. Option #2, the re-litigatiun uf the
White case would be too-time-consuming and difficult to structure a law suit to deal
with unly the payment issue. There is also uncertainty whether a court could require
states to extend full faith and credit to a tribal court order without any Federal mandate
to du suo Tribes ~uuld likely uppuse such Federal legislation as they have in the past.
Optiun #4, that the IHS payment for inpatient treatment for all Indians was not feasible
due to limited financial resources and the possibility that the IHS might then be
expected to fund other outside treatment such as for chemical dependency.

THE CONSENSlJS STATEMENT READS AS FOLLOWS:
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DISCUSSION

()~'

INTERIM RECOIVIMENDATIONS:

t. Analyze tbe budget impact on tbe

ms funds, especially CHS, and tbe Mental Healtb

Brancb budgets:
Coupled with Interim Recommendation #5 (measuring the need), the IHS needs to
estimate the cost of involuntary commitment treatment and to measure its fiscal impact
on the CHS and Mental Health Branch budgets. In 1977, when the White case was
litigated, the estimated cost of involuntary commitment was $40 million. 46 The RT
participants speculated that only a small number of individuals meet the strict definition
of persons who may be a danger to themselves or others due to mental illness, especially
if individuals with chemical dependency alone wuuld not be included in the tally.
The RT partidpants view CIlS funds as the most likely IHS resource to fund
involuntary commitment treatment because, by definition, the ens Program authorizes
payment for care in emergent situations, i.e., psychosis and suicide, subject to utilization
of alternate resuurces. Since CHS funds are targeted for urgent and emergent care and
nut long-term treatment, Social Security Income (SSI), Medicaid, and other alternate
resources should be pursued for lung-term treatment.
Use of eHS or Mental Health Branch funds should be restricted to pay for treatment
costs. Non-treatment costs should be funded by the tribe or state unless the IHS
receives an appropriation specifically for this purpose.
2.

No formal change to current ms policy, but encourage tribes, tbe
states to negotiate in non-P.L. 2SO jurisdictions:

ms offices, and

The consensus statement acknowledges that the problem cannot be resolved with
national legislation or administrative mandate. The RT participants recommend that
the IHS encourage each tribe to negotiate with the state regarding involuntary
commitment procedures for reservation Indians. An inter·tribal organization could be
included in the negotiation process.
The IHS should clearly state in its part of the agreements that any fiscal responsibility
accepted by the IHS in the negotiation process shall not be inconsistent with, nor an
exceptiun to, the alternate resource rule. 47 The IHS should identify states where access
to services and payment is a problem, authorize IHS Area Offices in those states to work
with tribes in negotiating with the state, and determine if any of those states have
general agreements regarding relations with tribes that will be helpful in the negotiation
~6

Question and Answer, page 2.

~7

[n McNabb v. Bowen, 829 F.2d 787 (9th Circuit 1987), the court ruled that when an alternate resource
refused to pay because it is a payor of last resort, the Federal Government must pay. After McNabb, the
alternative resource rule was amended on February 9, 1990, to clarify the position of the Federal Government
as the payor of last resort. See 42 CC) 36.61.
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process. The IHS could provide technical assistance to tribes in drafting commitment
codes and state agreements.
As a practical matter, there is a need for two separate, but related agreements. One
agreement would address procedural issues between the state and tribe or tribes. The
agreement would address commitment authority, state approval of tribal court orders,
expertise needed to commit, transportation, and whether there would be any transfer of
jurisdiction or guardianship. The agreement could also be the foundation for multi
tiered community-based health care delivery system for the chronically mentally ill. It
could cover substantive issues such as placement, length of stay, screening, discharge
planning, and specialized services including medication monitoring, case management,
and a variety of community-based programs such as residential programs, adult foster
homes, partial hospitalization, outreach services, and others.48
Another separate agreement would address fiscal responsibility of the states, tribes, and
possibly, the IRS. Due to its strong fiscal interest, the ms would be directly involved in
fiscal negotiations with the tribes and states. If the ms agreed to share fiscal
responsibility with the state, then, the ms would negotiate the payment policy with the
state. The IUS would pay no more than the lowest rate charged to other parties.
Payment by the ms to the state facility would constitute payment in full. The IHS
would not authorize payment unless the state and tribes had agreed on the procedural
and substantive issues. The IUS would encourage tribes within a state to coordinate
negotiations but recognizes that negotiations will, at least initially, proceed on a tribe-by
tribe basis. Negotiations could begin with one or a few tribes in a state. If an
agreement is completed and implemented successfully with one tribe, then other tribes
may likely come to the negotiating table. An attempt to gain consensus of all the tribes
in one state would only create frustration and lengthen the negotiation process.49 An
alternative strategy is to allow tribes to contract the funds for involuntary commitment
services and negotiate for themselves. Tribes could deal with the states directly and
allocate tribal priorities.
The IHS, with the assistance of Congress, must develop incentives for states to ensure
cooperation. Negative incentives could be used, such as reducing mental health Federal
block grant funds or similar funds if an agreement is not reached by a certain deadline.
Tribes could be authorized to sue states that avoid good faith negotiation.
Neligh, Gordon, Mental Health Profirams for American Indians: Their Lollc, Structure, and Function,
Volume 3, Monograph 3, Summer 199 ,.Journal of the AI7AN Mental Realth esearch Center, page 112.
Note: If the IHS is mcluded in career development, education, and training, some of tbe cultural aspects
can be taught, Neligh, page 104.
4a
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This has been true of ICWA agreements.
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The RT partiripants understand that it may take years hefore every tribe ha:-. nl'got.iatl'd
a state agreement.'1l Until such agreements are in place, resolution of which entity
should pay should be decided on a case-by-case hasis.

3.

Secure vigorous action on ciVil rights violations in P.L. 288 states:

The IHS assumes that reservation Indians are treated as state citizens in the states that
have accepted civil jurisdiction over reservation activities. 51 No research has been
conducted to determine if indeed reservation Indians suffer any due process or equal
protection violations in those states. The civil commitment process in these states may
require review.

4.

Investigate Mental Healtb block grants and otber state resources whicb should be
available to tnbe-.:

Tribes are eligible for block grant medical health service funds. The IHS should
determine if states are obligated to serve reservation communities when the state
includes reservation populations in its funding application.
There are some inherent problems with separate tribal applications for mental health
block grants. Small amounts of funds would be available to small tribes. Separate
tribal applications could lead to difficult relationships with state medical health
programs to the detriment of the Indian mental health program. Block grants are
designated for outpatient use, but not for inpatient use. These problem.s could he
overcome if tribes and states coordinate programs between the reservation and the state.
If bluck grants are secured for outpatient services on the reservation, then more IHS
funds might be available for inpatient services.
An example of how state block grants are used to enhance reservation services can be
found on the Tohono O'Odham Reservation where an Arizona Department of Economic
Security employee works at the huspital tu enroll Indians who are eligible for state
services. In New Mexico, the Human Services Department hired a liaison to develop
formal agreements with tribal governments and to deal with state pulicies and Federal
funding.
Suggestiuns regarding tribal access to block grants were offered at the RT:
• Review where Indians are not receiving state services funded hy block grants and
give states the chance to rectify the situation;

Again, the lew A serves as an appr0p'riate example. In Washington state, it took four years to
negotiate a lew A agreement that all trIbes wanted. In New Mexico, five separate ICWA agreements
were needed.

50

51

Commonly called P.L. 280 states.
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• File a complaint with the Office of Civil RightsiS2
• Request the Office of the Inspector General to investigate why the state is not
fulfilling the mandate of the grant;
• Request that the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights conduct a survey to determine
which states use block grant funds on reservation communities;
• Request a Congressional investigation;
• Hire a public interest law firm or organization to conduct an investigation; and,
• Request that Congress add funds to block grants specifically for involuntary
commitment.

5. Study the level of need for inpatient psychiatric treatment and

~1s:

The RT participants agreed on the importance of determining the level of need for
services to involuntarily committed inpatients. There should be an Area-by-Area (if not
tribe-by-tribe) description of the number of individuals who need to be involuntarily
committed and whether the treatment plan is expected to be short or long-term. It was
generally felt that reasonable estimates of involuntary commitments could be obtained.
Without this basic data, it is difficult to calculate projected costs for the different
options available to the IHS.
In 1990, Congress authorized the Secretary of Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) to enter into contracts with or make grants to apprupriate institutions
to conduct research on the incidence and prevalence of mental disorders among Indians.
Two million dollars was authorized, but no funds were appropriated."!

6. Draft legal memorandum on:
• Opinion on the police power to involuntarily commit and the
hold inpatients (for tribe or state):

ms authority to

Without a Federal civil commitment code, the Federal Government lacks the statutory
authority to undertake involuntary civil commitment of dangerous mentally ill
individuals. The only body that has the police power to involuntarily detain a
dangerously mentally ill individual, while on the reservation, is the tribal government.
In addition, the tribal government is the only entity that can involuntarily commit a
reservation resident, who exhibits signs of needing involuntary mental health care, to a
locked mental health facility. This means that one aspect of treatment and care of the
Without any written policy denyin~ service to Indians, intentional discrimination will be ditliwlt to
prove. Regardless, this IS a time-consuming task.

52

5.1

P.L. 101-630, §50J(b).
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severely mentally ill is foredosed to the agency mandated to provide the full range of
lare.
Additional research is needed to determine whether the IHS has authority to, on behalf
of either the tribe or the state. temporarily hospitalize or transport dangerously mentally
ill persons. Research should also address whether a tribe may contract the program to
provide involuntary inpatient mental health services in an IHS facility. In addition,
research should determine if the IHA should cuntribute funds to the mental health care
of involuntary patients, based on its responsibility for long-term custodial care.
• tribal commitment codes and the commitment process for tribes and states.

The IHS should prepare a memorandum for tribes and states on tribal commitment
q
code., and the commitment process.. The document should stress that the tribal
gov~ .. nment is the cmly' gOH:rning budy that elll cOlllmit a rc:enatiull Indian. The role
of the illS should be expressed in terms of the HIS acting as a medical or professional
consultant to assist the tribal government.55 The memorandum should also explain the
legal, medical. and social consequences of the absence of a code; due process
requirements for tribal commitment codes; the consequences of any transfer of
guardianship; the roles of tribal or IHS mental health authorities; and. the application
of the payor of the last resort rule in the negotiation process. There should be
discussion about how states handle commitment and the due process requirement
pursuant to the Indian Civil Rights Act (including the right to bring a habeas corpus
action I.
It is also recommended that the IHS provide tribes with a model illYoluntary

commitment code with a list of' options for the tribes and with information about the
code in the staters) in which the tribe is located.
7.

Examine the feasibility of the DIS direct delivery of treatment services at the IUS
facilities (new or renovated) under P.L 101-630:

\lost major medical facilities outside of the IHS mntain 3 psychiatric mlit; it is vie,.,'ed
as a necessary element of the facility. The IHS data regarding deaths from psychotic
illness and suicide would suggest that the IllS facilities should also include a psychiatric
unit.
It is usually desirable for services to be located in the community to be served. Services
should be aimed at helping individuals to live in, rather than be removed from their
communities. 56 Tribally-based services tend to be easily accessible, understood, and

q

The [TeA has reviewed the tribal commitment codes from Arizona and Montana.

;, Wilson. page 2.
<. Swinomi!'lh Tribal Mental Health Project, A Gathering of Wisdoms, (199 n, page 2JO.
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accepted by Indian people and are more likely to be culturally responsive.57 There are
not enough Indians trained in mental health theory, practice, and service delivery to
meet existing needs for services.58 The travel distance to state facilities is hard on staff,
as well as on families and friends of c1ients.59
Currently, the only IHS inpatient facility for mentally ill inpatients is the Sioux San
Hospital in Rapid City, South Dakota. That ward has only nine beds and treats only
voluntary inpatients. The facility at the Gallup Indian Medical Center recently closed
down due to the inability to recruit professional staff; it also hospitalized only voluntary
inpatients.
In 1990, Congress authorized the Secretary of the DHHS to assess the need for inpatient
mental health care among Indians and the availability and cost of inpatient facilities
which can meet such need. Conversion of under-utilized hospital beds is specifically
mentioned. Conversion is not expected to incur costly capital expenditures. The chief
expenditure would be staffing. For FY 1992, $500,000 was authorized; however, no
funds were appropriated for the assessment.60 The Secretary is also authorized to make
grants to Indian tribes and inter-tribal consortia to pay 76 percent of the cost of
planning, developing, and implementing programs to deliver innovative community
based mental health services to Indians. Five million dollars was authorized, but none
was appropriated.61
The RT participants stressed that a facility assessment should proceed immediately so
that the IHS can determine if it can house mentally ill inpatients. The assessment
should determine the number of tribally-contracted mental health programs, location of
facilities with the physical capacity, and where tribal and the IUS administrative medical
and mental health staff favor housing, a locked psychiatric ward.62 The Rosebud
Service Unit has stated its desire for at least one psychiatric observation bed. The IUS
sites which are slated for closure may prove to be good facilities to house a locked
psychiatric ward.63 The Fort Defiance Indian Hospital is planning an inpatient
adolescent mental health treatment facility for its new building. Also, the IHS Phoenix
Area Office is conducting a feasibility study to use an IHS facility for voluntary mentally
57

Swinomish, page 309.

58

Swinomish, page 370.
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Wilson, page 3.
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P.L. 101-630, Title V. Sec. 503 (b).
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P.L. 101-630, Title V. Sec. 503.
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Wilson, page 2.

Possible sites are those slated for closure: Cass Lake, Minnesota; Clinton, Oklahoma; Harlem,
Montana; Mescalero, New Mexico; Owyhee, Nevada; Parker, Arizona; Schurz, Nevada; Winnebago,
Nebraska; and Ft. Yuma, California. P.L. 101-630.
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ill inpatients because it spends a large percentage of its COS funds on inpatient mental

health services.
Tribal support is essential to establish an on-reservation inpatient mental health
treatment program. This program could be instituted gradually, either with set-aside
beds at the local hospital or with partial daytime care with transitional programs for the
chronically mentally m.64 It is possible that reservation facilities would not be used, at
least initially, for emergency situations, but only for inpatient care for the stabilized
client. In addition, inpatients could participate in group therapy with mental health
outpatients to reduce staff costs.
An important issue to be resolved will be the ability to recruit and retain qualified
professional staff for the IUS' inpatient medical health beds.

8. Study and provide direction on oommitment of cbildren

~es:

Children's mental health issues may be the largest single unmet health need for Indian
people today. Levels of severe emotional disturbance among Indian children have been
estimated at 25 percent. With more than half the Indian population in the childhood
and adolescent age ranges, this implies that 12 percent of the Indian people in the
country are children and adolescents who suffer from virtually untreated severe mental
health problems. The risks for a variety of negative outcomes for Indian children and
adolescents is higher in a number of categories than for non-Indians. Some reservation
mental health staff have little or no training to deal with mental health problerm of
children.65
This issue was noted as being important, but could not be addressed in detail, due to
time constraints. Several specific topics were discussed:
Guardian consent: This is an issue that needs to be resolved between the BIA and the
IUS. It is IUS policy that the ms is not a custodian.
Screening: It is difficult to get an evaluation for a reservation child because expertise in
children's mental health is not always available.
Appropriate treatment: There are few facilities in the country equipped to handle
violent children or Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS)/Fetal Alcohol Effect (FAE) children.
Other complications related to the mental health of children are mental retardation and
chemical dependency. Children who are removed from the reservation for treatment
often escape from off-reservation facilities to return home.

ORBIS Report, Aberdeen Area, Indian Health Service Mental Health Program, Plan of Action (8/9/91),
page 34.

64

65

Neligb, page 46-47.
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))ue process and Advocacy: Often a child's due process rights go unprotected and there
is no one to speak for the child. The U.S. Supreme Court has addressed the procedural
rights under due process for minors subject to involuntary commitment.66
Coordination of resources: The IHS must coordinate with the BIA and with tribal
programs. Although it is clear that the IUS has responsibility for acute health care and
the BIA or the tribe has responsibility for education, it is not clear which entity is
responsible for such needs as custodial care of mentally ill children. The IUS should
offer to assist tribes in developing children's commitment codes.

9.

Coordinate responsibilities between the IUS, the BIA, and other agencies:

In )990, Congress required in Title V of P.L. )01-630, that there be a strategy for the
compn'ht-'flsive coordinatiun betwt:ffi th(~ lAS and the BIA including: the coordinatifm
."f <:tlc"hoi ;w,f sllbstaw:'.: aLusc programs with nien~1 health initiatiH.'s uf Hlis Ad,
particularly the treatment of dually-diagnosed individuals, and ensuring that the BIA
and the IHS services address child abuse and family violence are courdinated with non
Federal programs. The 11)1)0 Amendments also require the cooperation of the (liS and
the BL\ officials with tribal mental health initiatives and provide for an annual review
of these activitics.67 Issues to be coordinated are guardianship of mentally incompetent
persons and t he role of the trihal or the BL\ police.
[('sen ations. acutel~ nlentall) ill people are uften first encountered h~ tIll: police.f,l\
It ma~ he because the mentally ill person may violate a tribal ordinance or because the
family is counseled to press charges to expedite removal from I he home. ()n some
resenations. law enforcement and mental health staff work togdher :llmo"t dail~. In a
situation \\hc"c an indhidual is nhihiting ;twte psychotic symptoms. and state facilities
ha\C refused admission. the pU'son may he jailed temporarily. Although mental health
"taff may Llmdud asse'>SH1tnts at the jail. this is not a suhstitute for trcatmenL li9

()n

Iht' rescf\.ltion policc arc a lI'ihal or BIA entity, they are often relied upon 10
t ram port menl al health elkll!.s off the resen ation. Court ordered transport of
70
l~ommittcd dienb h.\ police officers is an essential service.
HoweH.:r. on some
reservations. the police refuse to assist with transportation. The rok of the police in
Int.·ntal healt h sen ices should be spelled Ollt for each tribe and in the state and trihal
agreements and in l.-i bal commitment codes.
\'Ill~thcr
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Parham v. J.R..
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lJ.S. 613 (1979).

1111.630, Title V.
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10. Provide state and local mental bealtb staff witb information on effective counseling
for Indian clients:
Specific incentives are needed to ensure that reservation mental health staff interact with
their state counterparts and become familiar with each other's facilities. 71 State and
county mental health programs should make a substantial cummitment to provide
culturally appropriate services to tribal communities. Initially, this will require that
tribal government, community mental health boards, and county mental health
administraturs cooperate to develup mechanisms for ongoing input into cuunty planning
and budget allocation processes to ensure that the needs of Indian people are given
apprupriate attention. 72
Many useful suggestions for impruving the effectiveness of mental health counseling uf
the All AN by non~Indian professionals and agencies can be found in the Swinomish
Tribal M(~ntal Health project, A Gathering of Wisdoms (1991).
11. Coordinate witbin tbe ms to improve services and address unmet needs, e.g.,
dually-diagnosed clients:
Studies show that clients suffering from psychiatric disorders in combination with
alcoholism do not respund well to treatment in standard alcoholism programs nor to
treatment for the psychiatric disorders alone. Joint treatment programs must be
develuped that are culturally appropriate and effective. 73
lJnfortunately, there are few programs available fur Indian clients with dual diagnosis.
One RT participant described a situation where two schizophrenic clients received
alcohol treatment rather than mental health treatment.
The HIS must determine whether it will continue to separate its alcohol and substance
abuse program from its mental health program. A merger has been proposed, but has
not been instituted. The IHS might need to cunsult with the tribes to design the best
approach to handle the dually-diagnosed.
The agreements negotiated with the state should also address dual~diagnosis clients.
Many states have separate chemical dependency and mental health commitment
procedures.
12.

Follow~up

in six montbs of tbis RT to

~ess status

of tbis issue:

It was understood by all the RT participants that more meetings, perhaps additional RT
discussiuns, would be needed before this issue could reach full resolutiun. It was

71

See Manson, page 10.
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See Swinomish, page 300.
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Neligh, page 32.
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suggested that the group reconvene in approximately six months. At that time, if
implementation of interim recommendations has brought about some progress, some
other players and other factors could be included into an expanded discussion. eHS
should be represented.
Several identified issues were not covered by the initial RT. They are: 1) Long-term
care for the chronic mentally ill; 2) Tribes that choose to operate their own mental
health service programs; 3) Non-tribal member Indians who are in need of involuntary
commitment on the reservation; 4) Tribes which cross state boundaries; and 5) Tribes
with commitment codes not accepted by the state.
CONCLUSION:
The current situation is unacceptable. The RT participants recommend that tribes be
encouraged by the JHS to negotiate with states to ensure that reservation Indians can be
treated for mental illness when and if an involuntary commitment is necessary. The
current situation does not guarantee that each individual will be able to receive
necessary care. Only tribal governments have the authority to commit resident tribal
members. Some state facilities have rejected reservation Indians because of
jurisdictional issues and concern about a guarantee of payment.
Although tribal agreements with the states may contain the same basic elements, the IHS
should, in respect for tribal sovereignty, allow each tribe to decide if it will negotiate
individually or as a consortium of tribes. If the use of the IHS funds are raised during
the negotiation process, then the IHS must be involved in this aspect of the process to
assure that fiscal requirements can be met.
It will likely take a long period of time before each tribe has negotiated a state
agreement. The IHS should encourage tribes to initiate agreements by providing
technical assistance in both developing tribal commitment codes and in negotiating with
the state. The IHS should continually search for funding resources to enhance its
present mental health services programs and study the actual level of need for
involuntary psychiatric care.
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